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Chapter 1901: Breakthrough, the first stage! 

"The situation here is even worse!" 

"It is estimated that less than one ten thousandth can be recovered!" 

"Countless warriors are directly gasified!" 

"..." 

Su Lang sighed in his heart, and then began to prepare for the reincarnation ceremony of the corpse soil. 

Configure the corpse soil. 

Refining tombstones. 

Engraving array text. 

Use the secret method and reincarnation technique of Origin Soul Calling Spirit, all in one go! 

In a short time. 

A large number of dead souls were recalled, merged into the gravestones and graves, and returned as 

resurrected ones! 

"We are resurrected!!" 

"My God, I didn't expect I could live again!" 

"..." 

Countless warriors looked at the surrounding environment with excitement. 

Some people even wonder if this is a dream. 

Jiang Wenzheng, Bi Tongguang and others showed excitement and wanted to announce that Su Lang 

had resurrected them. 

suddenly! 

"Lying down!!" 

"I can finally break through!" 

Su Lang's surprised voice came. 

Everyone was shocked and looked at Su Lang in horror! 

No one knew, Su Lang's ears were ringing system prompts! 

"Ding! "Moment of Eternity" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Jiezhi Heart Sutra" has reached the founding level!" 
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"Ding! "Hengsha Blessed World Record" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Future Good Fortune Mystery" has reached the founding level!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

Four surging warm currents appeared in Su Lang's body out of thin air. 

Soon. 

These warm currents continuously merged into Su Lang's crystal wall cells. 

There are even more profound meanings of exercises imprinted in Su Lang's soul. 

Make them realize that each Tao can only understand the unspeakable supreme meaning. 

In this one. 

There is a lot of content about time rules! 

"Time rules!" 

"I can finally understand it!" 

Su Lang's eyes showed endless excitement and excitement. 

I don't know how long ago. 

He is looking for a way to understand the rules of time. 

Until now, I finally practiced three time attribute exercises, and has the qualification to understand the 

rules of time! 

"system!" 

"Use the bonus function Dao Fa World!" 

"Give me the time rules!" 

Su Lang didn't care about anything else, and immediately issued the order! 

"Ding! Time rules are beginning to comprehend!" 

"Ding! Getting started with the time rules, after breaking through, you can use the cultivation base to 

continue improving!" 

"Ding! The sea of repair is full, do you break through!" 

Three consecutive system prompts sounded. 

An incomparably mysterious rule was imprinted in Su Lang's soul. 

It is the rule of time! ! 

"Break immediately!!" 



After listening to the system prompt, Su Lang gave the instruction again! 

"Ding! Start breaking through!" 

The system prompts the voice to fall. 

In the sea of cultivation bases, countless cultivation bases suddenly poured into Su Lang's body! 

After these cultivation bases entered Su Lang's body, they mixed with that hint of time and gradually 

merged into the Dantian universe. 

Soon. 

Incorporated into the first crystal wall cell through the Dantian universe! 

It's just a trifle. 

But it makes the entire Dantian universe extraordinarily different. 

The strange power of time was controlled by Su Lang. 

He noticed. 

I use the majestic innate force to activate this rule of time, which can make the nearby time stagnate for 

an instant! 

Don't look at it for just a moment. 

In the battle of the strong. 

Even the time of a thought can continue to be subdivided into thirty-six parts. 

One moment is enough for a powerful warrior to do a lot of things! 

of course. 

Su Lang knew. 

In the early days, the match between levels was the time rule. 

Whoever comprehends the stronger time rules will have the stronger combat power. 

Fight each other for control of time during the battle. Whoever has more control will be able to take the 

initiative! 

At this moment. 

After the first crystal wall cell is integrated into the time rule. 

The breakthrough is not over. 

Under the influence of the pubic universe. 

The nearby crystal wall cells were successively infiltrated, possessing the power of time! 

When the time of fusion of the crystal wall cells is regular. 



The breakthrough is officially over! 

"Finally, I broke through to the beginning level!" 

Su Lang slowly opened his eyes, an astonishing light burst like lightning, and then slowly dissipated. 

Immediately after. 

He immediately opened his property panel! 

Chapter 1902: Eryan Taichu battle power! 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Yiyan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Second Yan Taichu+ 

[Defensive Level]: Eryan Taichu+ 

[Shenfa level]: Second Yan Taichu 

[Endurance Level]: Second Yan Taichu+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana+ 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" (too elementary, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 47), one-key martial arts function (level 

47), clone dispatch function (level 46), one-key treasure hunt function (level 46), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key enhancement function 

(level 7), one-key Decomposition function (no grade) 

"Just after breaking through, the combat power has reached the beginning of the Second Yan!" 

"Hey, the four original skills of the founding proficiency are awesome!" 

"My ten thousand fascinating methods have finally reached the primordial level!" 

"And then, I can use nine martial arts villains to practice one exercise together, and the practice speed is 

absolutely fast!" 

"..." 

Various excitement thoughts arose in Su Lang's heart. 

Soon. 
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He looked at the four exercises he had just mastered. 

"Future Good Fortune Mystery", "Sleeping Heart Sutra", "Moment of Eternity" and "Hengsha Blessed 

World Record"! 

At the beginning level. 

The control of time rules is divided into three major stages: present, future and past. 

Both "Silent Heart Sutra" and "Moment of Eternity" belong to the practice of the'now' stage. 

And "Future Good Fortune Mystery" is a practice that belongs to the "future" stage. 

The meaning of it. 

Su Lang has understood everything. 

It's just that the current realm is too low, and the understanding of the time rules is not thorough 

enough, and it is necessary to use the cultivation base to continue to improve. 

therefore. 

Although he understood those profound meanings, it was difficult to display them smoothly. 

Probably the skill is there, but the power is not enough. 

Su Lang realized that he can only affect the'now' stage. 

The result is that time is still. 

Time acceleration involves the ‘future’ phase, and time deceleration involves the ‘past’ phase. 

It's not something Su Lang can touch now. 

of course. 

Time stillness is also a form of time turbulence! 

"Senior Zhaoyu who left the place of exile." 

"The control of time has definitely reached the point of perfection!" 

"Even at the beginning level, only the rules of time are mastered, not the Dao, and Senior Zhaoyu may 

be involved in the Time Dao!" 

"The Avenue of Time, based on the information given by the four primordial exercises currently 

mastered, that is the characteristic of the Eternal Realm!" 

"By controlling the rules of time to the extreme, and condensing the Avenue of Time, you can 

completely complement your universe and advance to the realm of eternity!" 

Su Lang thought in his heart, admiring Senior Zhaoyu who left the place of exile. 

After all, he is a strong man who can wrestle with Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 



Refers to the realm of eternity. 

Su Lang guessed that Emperor Yuanmingzhou was probably a powerhouse in the realm of eternity, 

mastering the terrifying existence of the Great Dao of Time! 

"It's too strong!" 

"Although I have broken through to the early beginning level, there is still a long way to go!" 

"It must be improved as soon as possible!" 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang looked at the mysterious black space. 

However, the cultivator who had overflowed his original cultivation base has turned white again! 

Only a fraction of them remained golden. 

"hiss!" 

"Is the cultivation base required for the breakthrough in the early stage so terrifying?" 

"I have saved at least tens of thousands of quasi-primary cultivation bases before!" 

Su Lang looked at the white cultivator and couldn't help taking a breath. 

But then I thought about it. 

Su Lang suddenly understood why he needed so much cultivation. 

Because he has more cells! 

The power of the primordial level is divided according to the number of crystal wall cells in the rule of 

fusion time. 

In general, those who are strong at the beginning have similar body cells. 

Therefore, the recognized realm division can be applied to them. 

But Su Lang is different. 

He has too many cells, a full one hundred and sixty-four! 

Probably more than half of the ordinary too junior strong! 

"It is probably because of this." 

Su Lang touched his chin and analyzed, "I can have the combat power of the second generation!" 

Immediately after. 

His gaze fell on "The Boundless World Record of Hengsha". 

Chapter 1903: Constant sand is boundless! 
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Before the completion of the practice of "Hengsha Boundless World Record". 

Su Lang speculated that this is a ‘multi-universe’ exercise method. 

At this time, practice it to the founding level and observe its profound meaning, as expected! 

Constant sand is boundless! 

The aim is to gradually develop the crystal wall cells in the body into a life-like existence in the universe! 

In the primordial realm. 

In the early days, warriors needed to comprehend the rules of time and integrate into the crystal wall 

cells! 

This process. 

In fact, it is somewhat similar when it merges with the soul body, or when the soul body and the soul 

universe merge with each other. 

The soul-body fusion process of the Great Emperor level requires the fusion of the soul and every cell of 

the body. 

If the organism has fewer cells. 

Well. 

Although the strength of this organism will be relatively low. 

But they can complete a certain proportion of soul-body fusion faster, reaching a higher level. 

Often one-tenth of the degree of integration can break through a small realm. 

The fewer the total number of cells in the organism, the fewer the number of cells contained in this 

tenth. 

There are not many cells, so the difficulty of soul-body fusion is naturally greatly reduced! 

In the Primordial Realm, the same principle applies. 

It's just that the object is replaced with crystal wall cells and time rules. 

therefore. 

In order to reach a higher state quickly. 

Most warriors in the Primordial Realm would choose to fuse crystal wall cells with each other. 

This increases the quality of crystal wall cells and reduces the total number of cells. 

When the rules of time fuse crystal wall cells, they can reach a certain proportion faster and advance to 

a higher level. 

This approach is almost mainstream. 



Therefore, many exercises at the primordial level were created for this purpose. 

E.g. 

The "Universal Normalization Picture" synthesized by Su Lang himself belongs to this type. 

Its practice purpose. 

Aim to fuse all crystal wall cells into one! 

In this way, this only crystal wall cell will reach a very powerful level. 

And the time rules are integrated into it, which is 100% integration. 

Now, the future and the past can be mastered! 

The "Hengsha Blessed Boundary Record" is exactly the opposite. 

This exercise belongs to a very small number of schools. 

The purpose of practice is to grow all the crystal wall cells of the practitioner at the same time! 

For example, Su Lang now has one hundred and sixty-two gai cells. 

Well. 

These one hundred and sixty-two gai crystal wall cells will be promoted at the same time! 

Every crystal wall cell will become a terrifying existence in the life universe! 

When all the crystal wall cells reach this level. 

Then the combat power of the warrior will be unimaginable! 

of course. 

The difficulty of practicing this method is also extremely scary. 

after all. 

It is too difficult to take care of every cell. 

And it is related to advanced issues. 

If there are too many cells, it is difficult to improve the realm level. 

Between combat power and the realm of cultivation. 

The vast majority would choose the realm of cultivation at the beginning. 

After all, reaching a higher level of cultivation is enough to immediately gain a stronger level of power! 

But for Su Lang. 

Naturally, the technique of "The Boundless World of Hengsha" is better. 

In his opinion. 



The method of "Universal Normalization" is almost equivalent to cutting the foundation. 

Although in the end, a very terrifying crystal wall universe can be obtained. 

But how about more than ten thousand crystal wall universes? 

How about a billion crystal wall universe? 

What about one gai, how about a hundred gai? 

There is absolutely no way to compare! 

Even the crystal wall universe created by "Hengsha Boundless Boundary Record" alone cannot compare 

to the fusion crystal wall universe. 

But there are too many. 

Together, the combat power provided can definitely defeat the latter! 

And to Su Lang. 

He doesn't need to work hard by himself to practice the exercises. 

Just wait slowly for the martial arts function to practice the exercises to the founding level! 

Realm aspect. 

It just needs more cultivation. 

This can also be solved by the one-key practice function. 

under these circumstances. 

Naturally, choose the best exercises to practice! 

At this moment. 

"Hengsha Boundless World Record" reached the founding level. 

Su Lang can use the profound meaning of the exercises to improve his crystal wall cells! 

"Try it first!" 

There was a glimmer of expectation in Su Lang's heart. 

Xuan even sat down in the air in front of Jiang Wenzheng and the others, and began to operate the 

profound meaning of the exercises! 

Chapter 1904: Condensed crystal wall system life universe 

And Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

On the one hand, he was extremely surprised, and on the other hand, he was extremely shocked. 

They even witnessed the birth of a new born in the beginning. 
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This is undoubtedly great news for Tianmen Continent! 

The key is. 

Su Lang even said that a breakthrough means a breakthrough! 

Just after finishing work, I stood there and broke through! 

Other quasi-primary powers, which are not meditation retreats for tens of thousands of years, have 

gradually leaped to the primordial level. 

"It's incredible!" 

"Little friend Su Lang actually broke through like this!" 

"There is no retreat in the best place of practice, no auxiliary formation, no auxiliary pill, just such a 

simple breakthrough!" 

"Is it as simple as drinking water for Su Lang to break through to the early stage?" 

"Little friend Su Lang said that he could make a 500-prime primordial powerhouse with just one hand. I 

am a little bit convinced now!" 

"Yes, this little friend Su Lang is really an eternal wizard!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng, Bi Tongguang and other too junior powerhouses were surprised, and once again 

looked at Su Lang with admiration! 

At this time, Su Lang had already started to use "The Boundless Boundary of Eternal Sand" to enhance 

the crystal wall cells. 

Mastered the exercises. 

But the exercises are not passive. 

Instead, Su Lang needs to run the exercises himself and take the initiative to improve. 

It's like using "Drunken Dreams" and other exercises to improve the soul. 

"The constant sand is boundless!" 

"Vow to create a world of immeasurable constant sand, a world is comparable to a universe of life!" 

Su Lang's mind reverberated with the profound meanings of "The Boundless World of Hengsha". 

In its body, the innate quality that has been horribly sublimated runs wildly in one go, continuously 

integrating into the crystal wall cells. 

Because the time rule is currently integrated into the crystal wall cells near the Dantian universe. 

therefore. 

The target that Su Lang chose was also the crystal wall cells near the Dantian universe. 



Accompanied by the infinite innate qi and immeasurable influx of constant sand. 

The first crystal wall cell grew rapidly. 

However, the appearance and volume of this crystal wall cell remained unchanged. 

However, the cell walls have become stronger. 

The various cell structures and tissues contained in the original cells have all been integrated into the 

crystal wall and merged into one! 

The most important thing is its internal space capacity, which is constantly expanding with a tenfold 

progress! 

In a blink of an eye. 

Its internal space has become nearly ten thousand times as much as before! 

This kind of volume, although infinitely not comparable to Su Lang's very primary life universe at this 

time. 

But it is comparable to the Great Life Universe! 

It is more than enough to breed a planet of life in it! 

After the first crystal wall cell ascended. 

The second, the third... a large number of crystal wall cells have been promoted, and the final number is 

nine thousand. 

The main reason is that Su Lang's energy cannot make ends meet. 

Even with the sun as an energy source, the energy in the body is exhausted at this time. 

You must rest for a while, restore energy before continuing to improve! 

"Supreme Bites the Sun!" 

"Dari Haotian!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, all kinds of secret methods were unfolded, and he began to frantically 

extract the energy of the cosmic sun from his dantian. 

Endless energy is pumped out. 

If it weren't for this sun was transformed by the real sun fragments of the Infinite Realm. 

It is absolutely impossible to support this level of consumption! 

After the energy is restored. 

Su Lang used "Hengsha Boundless Boundary Record" again to give priority to upgrading those crystal 

wall cells that had been integrated with time rules. 

In a blink of an eye. 



More and more crystal wall cells were promoted by Su Lang. 

Its internal space has reached the capacity of the emperor-level life universe. 

The microcosmic barrier as a crystal wall has the same strength as that of the Sulang Dantian universe. 

In other words. 

The strength of these crystal wall cells is actually the same as Su Lang's Shifang Universe, but the space 

capacity is much smaller. 

but. 

Now it's only the first round, improve! 

After the second and third promotion. 

These numbers are terrifying, and the crystal wall cells like constant sand will become as powerful as Su 

Lang's life universe! 

By the time. 

Su Lang can have as many as one hundred and sixty gai of life universe of crystal wall system! 

These life universes will be centered on the real life universe containing the core fragments of the 

boundless realm in the ten directions. 

Chapter 1905: The sun is so dim 

They themselves can be put into the planet of life. 

Countless creatures can be bred on the planet of life. 

These creatures can be used as countless energy reserves, and can also provide terrifying incense 

power! 

and. 

They have always retained the ability to produce twisting power. 

Can produce endless twisting power in a short time! 

Of course! 

Su Lang now consumes all energy at once. 

It only raised less than 10,000 crystal wall cells once. 

It must be known that the number of his crystal wall cells has reached a full one hundred and sixty gai. 

If you want to improve it all, you don't know how much time, energy and energy it will take! 

At this moment. 

Su Lang continued to consume energy to strengthen those crystal wall cells. 
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Time passed slowly. 

The ascended crystal wall cells reached one hundred thousand, one million, and ten million! 

So far. 

Even the sun in the pubic universe has become dim. 

"Lying down!" 

"The sun has dimmed me!" 

"Never mind, let the sun recover for a while and continue pumping!" 

Su Lang smiled blankly, and then stopped ascending the Crystal Wall Universe. 

At this time, the number of crystal wall cells that had undergone ascension reached exactly 10 million. 

This number seems terrifying. 

But compared to Su Lang's crystal wall cells that had been fused with time rules, it was hardly a hair. 

"I hold a grass!" 

"The sun has been drawn like this to complete this point." 

"I don't know when it will all become the Crystal Wall Universe!" 

"Why do I suddenly feel that this road is a bit too exaggerated? Forget it, I will finish the road I chose on 

my knees!" 

Su Lang only felt that he had created a difficult task for himself, and the corners of his mouth twitched. 

But those 10 million ascending crystal wall cells are really fragrant! ! 

After being greatly promoted. 

The quantity and quality of the twisting power that these crystal wall cells can condense have been 

greatly improved! 

and. 

These cells can now be put into the planet of life! 

"Beautiful!" 

"Put it into the planet of life, and you can use it as a weakened universe of life!" 

Su Lang rubbed his hands in excitement, and immediately selected life planets from the pupils of ten 

thousand worlds and transferred them to the crystal wall cells. 

The first criterion for selecting the best is the life planet that still has intelligent life alive. 

The second criterion is the level of the planet of life. 



The higher the level of the planet of life, the stronger the planet, the more aura and the more intelligent 

life there are, the better! 

The number of life planets stored in Su Lang's Eye of Myriad Realms reached tens of millions. 

More than 20,000 of them are natural life planets, mainly from the Xinghai Domain Group and 

Meteophoenix Domain. 

Except besides. 

It is the planet of life captured from the enemy. 

Contains more than two hundred quasi-primary life planets. 

Tens of thousands of godless life planets, and more great emperor-class life universes! 

Those great emperor-level life planets were basically the army that was wiped out by Su Lang's finger 

during the First Battle of the Gale Star Region. 

As for Emperor Wu's life planet, I won't talk about it. 

Because the planet of life is too crude and too fragile! 

Su Lang didn't want to put it in his crystal wall cells at all. 

He intends to smash it, and make the clone use the "Tao Li Tiandi" to turn it into a treasure, and place it 

on other life planets. 

Just do it. 

Su Lang immediately turned the clones into nearly ten thousand clones and entered the pupil of ten 

thousand realms. 

Then all the creatures on the Wudi-level life planets were migrated away, and the crude life planets 

were smashed into pieces. 

Finally, use Taoist Heaven and Earth to gradually transform it into a treasure! 

The clones are busy. 

Su Lang himself was not idle. 

He is now putting life planets into his crystal wall cells. 

In the cell of the crystal wall closest to the Dantian universe. 

A large amount of spatial force emerged, and a huge black hole expanded in the internal space of the 

cell. 

Immediately after. 

A vast planet of life was thrown in. 

This planet is the planet of life left by the quasi-primary strong. 



Its volume is much larger than ordinary natural life planets! 

After this planet appeared. 

The internal space of the crystal wall cells is occupied almost on the spot. 

Chapter 1906: Void Dragon Vein Seven Treasure Tree 

In this way. 

The gap formed between the crystal wall and the earth becomes the air. 

And the cell wall becomes the sky of this life planet! 

Probably the creatures on this planet of life will be curious about the world of "outside the sky". 

Then try to cross the crystal wall and travel to other worlds. 

If they really mastered such skills. 

They will find that the world is endless. 

They will not be able to travel one part of a trillion of the world for the rest of their lives! 

"Go!" 

"This will be your home from now on!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and moved a large number of creatures to this world. 

Because the quasi-primary world is as perfect as the natural life planet. 

And there is no world consciousness. 

Therefore, these creatures are not in a state of disobedience or rejection by world consciousness. 

Every creature can find a suitable land for it to thrive. 

"That's it!" 

"One of my cells has truly become a world!" 

"From now on, this kind of crystal wall cell containing the planet can be called the crystal wall world!" 

Su Lang looked at the vibrant scene in the crystal wall world, with a hint of joy in his eyes. 

Immediately after. 

He continued to move the planet and move the creatures. 

In fact, this is very simple for Su Lang, basically it can be done in a single thought. 

Because the pupil of the ten thousand worlds and the cell of the crystal wall are perfectly controlled by 

Su Lang, the left hand is inverted, it is simply too simple! 

In a blink of an eye. 
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There are more life planets in the 300,000 crystal wall cells, which becomes the crystal wall world! 

Although Su Lang still has a large number of life planets. 

But he didn't like it very much, and all treated them as Wudi-level life planets and smashed them as raw 

materials for transforming treasures! 

Simultaneously. 

These 300,000 crystal wall worlds have provided Su Lang with a lot of incense power in a short time! 

"So much incense willingness!" 

"Perhaps... it's because of a huge change." 

"Those and other gods are probably also for incense faith, so that their people are in disaster!" 

"Oh, if you are not careful, it will be the truth!" 

Su Lang felt the majestic incense and wish power poured into the virtual spirit universe, and various 

thoughts surfaced in his mind. 

at this time! 

Boom! 

Su Lang suddenly felt two heart-like beating sounds in his virtual spirit universe! 

"this is......" 

"The movement of the Void Dragon Pulse!" 

Su Lang's expression was delighted, and his thoughts moved, and the Void Spirit universe suddenly 

appeared. 

But I saw the virtual spirit universe in front of him like a picture scroll. 

The incense aspiration generated by the creatures in the crystal wall world, and even the scattered 

emotions and thoughts, are swarming toward it. 

And above the picture scroll. 

A vivid colorful tree exudes a faint colorful light, it is the Seven Treasure Tree! 

The Qibao Miaoshu at this time has completely completed its aggregation! 

"Seven Treasure Tree!!" 

"According to the powerful treasures in myths and legends, they are transformed into the world of void 

dragon veins!" 

"Its power is to seize the enemy's items, and the enemy cannot resist!" 

"Hahaha, I have another special weapon that doesn't make sense!" 



Su Lang looked at the Seven Treasure Tree in the picture scroll, laughed, and stretched his hand into the 

picture scroll. 

Suddenly. 

A real Seven Treasure Tree was taken out. 

This is Su Lang's first incense weapon, and its rank is a godless soldier. 

An indescribable and strange wave radiated from the Seven Treasure Tree! 

The incense aspiration power has a omnipotent effect, but it is still a conventional power, which is not 

as good as the twisting power. 

However, the Seven Treasure Tree at this time was a physical weapon made by all the forces in the 

world of the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm. 

Its essence has got rid of the level of incense. 

It belongs to a higher level of strange energy condensed and sublimated by incense, which is 

comparable to the power of distortion! 

and. 

This weapon can be activated with various energy sources. 

For example, Su Lang's congenital qi, and even the power of twisting, is not the force of incense and 

desire to stimulate. 

Checked the Qibao Miaoshu carefully. 

The tree is colorful, exquisite and transparent, with countless light spots shining between the branches. 

Those are the souls who originally existed in the emptiness dragon vein heaven! 

Chapter 1907: Too Elementary Void Dragon Vein 

"Seven Treasure Trees have been condensed." 

"These souls can continue to provide specific incense aspirations in their inner space for the growth of 

the Seven Treasure Tree!" 

"This is a treasure that can grow on its own!" 

"However, this is too slow!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly and immediately gave instructions to the system. 

"system!" 

"Start the weapon evolution function and evolve the Qibao Tree!" 

The order has just arrived. 
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"Ding! The designated object is a special weapon, it needs to consume a specific incense willingness 

crystal to evolve!" 

The system prompt resounded through my mind. 

Su Lang was taken aback for one, and immediately appeared dazed. 

"Yes." 

"This Seven Treasure Tree is a weapon in another system. It doesn't even have the spirit or even aura." 

"Normal Tiancai Dibao cannot evolve it, it is normal!" 

"And the incense aspiration power needed for its evolution is probably the incense aspiration power 

that I guided those souls to produce!" 

"Hey, I have a virtual spirit universe, and I can completely separate various aspirations. It is easy to 

condense this kind of aspiration." 

"However, the amount of demand is very likely to be very large. It is still necessary to condense a void 

dragon vein heaven and guide each soul to generate aspiration!" 

"Well, the souls in the space of these Seven Treasure Trees can also be transferred to the new Void 

Dragon Vein Heaven Realm!" 

"But before that, the system, start one-click enhancement!" 

A faint smile is drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth. The weapon evolution function cannot be used. 

Isn't it possible to strengthen the function? 

Notice. 

One-click enhancement is the eleventh feature! 

Its power (unreasonable degree) far exceeds the evolutionary function of weapons! 

"Ding! Strengthening is successful, Qibao Miaoshu +1!" 

"Ding! Strengthening is successful, Qibao Miaoshu +1!" 

"Ding!......" 

Su Lang directly strengthened the Seven Treasure Trees seven times, reaching the level of the Eight 

Crossing Godless Soldiers! 

In fact, there are materials. 

That is, the current upper limit of the one-key enhancement function is seven times. 

So it cannot continue to strengthen. 

"Although it cannot continue to strengthen." 

"But the Seven Treasure Trees of the Eight Duo level are also awesome!" 



"Relying on its characteristics, if I urge it, it is completely possible to make the weapons of the warriors 

of the same level temporarily lose control!" 

"Also, isn't this yet to evolve!" 

"When I condense the Void Dragon Vein Celestial Realm, I will be able to condense the incense and 

desire power needed for evolution!" 

Thoughts flashed in Su Lang's mind, and a smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

but. 

Considering that the secret skill level of "Netherworld Dragon Vessel" is too low. 

Su Lang decided to strengthen it first! 

"system!" 

"Strengthen "Netherworld Dragon Vein Celestial Realm" for me!" 

With a thought of Su Lang, he activated the system function and began to strengthen "Netherworld 

Dragon Vessel Heaven"! 

"Ding! Successfully strengthened, "Netherworld Dragon Vein Heaven" +1!" 

"Ding! Successfully strengthened, "Netherworld Dragon Vein Heaven" +1!" 

"Ding!......" 

The system prompt keeps ringing! 

This secret method was immediately elevated from the Great Emperor level to the Godless Level! 

When the six enhancements were over, this secret method had been elevated to the primordial level! 

"The same single-function secret method as "Soul Origin Soul Reincarnation Art" can be strengthened to 

a level too!" 

Su Lang squinted his eyes and watched the more curious secrets appearing in his mind, a smile was 

drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

"Netherworld Dragon Vein Heaven" reaches the primordial level. 

The effectiveness of the exercises has not changed, and the weapons are still condensed with incense. 

However, the efficiency of guiding the creation of incense aspirations is greatly improved. 

And the initial level of the condensed treasure has become higher! 

"Now it is possible to condense the emptiness dragon vein heaven!" 

A glimmer of expectation flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and immediately began to run the exercises! 

His movements are extremely skilled. 



The first is to condense a semi-illusory orb with the avenues of nothingness and space. 

Immediately, a lot of rules and energy were paid attention to, forming a trace of colorful dragon-shaped 

patterns. 

Immediately after. 

These colorful lines spread in all directions from the orb, covering the surrounding void. 

At last. 

These colorful lines began to form a spherical shape. 

A strange world has been born within it! 

This is the Netherworld Dragon Vein Heaven Realm! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang threw the soul in the space of the Seven Treasure Tree into this brand new, more advanced 

world of void dragon veins. 

Chapter 1908: The second incense weapon through the heart lock 

"The incense aspiration I have now is too terrifying." 

"Just supplying a Seven Treasure Tree is completely useless." 

"It's better to condense a void dragon vein heaven again!" 

"In this way, the useless incense aspiration power in the first void dragon vein heaven can be transferred 

to this second one to condense the second incense weapon!" 

This thought flashed in Su Lang's mind, his eyes lit up, and he immediately made up his mind! 

"Just do it!" 

"Let me think about it, what weapon should I condense?" 

Su Lang touched his chin in thought. 

The attack weapon has the Youtian Sword, the defense aspect has the Tianjia eight-sided shield, and the 

group attack weapon has the Godless Dragon Platform. 

There is still a lack of treatment and control. 

To heal, just raise the Bright Sword. 

There is no suitable weapon for control to be enhanced by evolution. 

"In that case." 

"Just use the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm to get a heart-piercing lock." 
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The thoughts in Su Lang's mind kept flickering, and the name of the magic weapon flashed through like 

thunderous ears, and finally froze on the heart-piercing lock. 

The piercing lock seems not well-known. 

But it is a very terrifying kind of trapped enemy in the prehistoric myth. 

It is said that this object is the supreme treasure owned by the Lord Tongtian in the ancient mythology. 

It is a pendant shaped like a long-life lock. 

There are three white jade chains under the piercing lock. 

Once sacrificed, the three white jade chains immediately released the nine black jade chains. 

This black jade chain can not only penetrate the enemy's body, block the four poles and five internal 

organs, but also penetrate the three souls and seven souls! 

Recruiters are often miserable, unable to survive or die, and are left at the discretion of the recruiter. 

"It can not only seal the body, but also the soul!" 

"During the sealing process, life can be worse than death!" 

Su Lang touched his chin and nodded, "This heart-piercing lock is awesome!" 

Just do it. 

Su Lang immediately began to analyze the various characteristics of the lock. 

For example, having the tyrannical blockade ability can target not only the body but also the soul. 

Moreover, the Heart Piercing Lock itself is not only capable of blocking. 

It is also lethal! 

If the enemy is too weak. 

Nine black jade chains can directly kill him to death. 

and so. 

Only when the enemy resists the attack and is not dead will it enter the banned state. 

"The characteristics of this heart-piercing lock are much more complicated than the Qibao Miaoshu!" 

"Seven Treasure Trees are just snatching, and the enemy cannot resist these two characteristics." 

"And the characteristics of the heart-piercing lock involve the characteristics of body, soul, killing, and 

ban!" 

"But now the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm has been upgraded to the primordial level by me, which is 

more efficient, and I have much more souls available than before." 

Thinking of this, Su Lang's mouth suddenly sketched out a slight smile. 



If the Void Dragon Vein Celestial Realm is still at the emperor level, then it is really tough to condense 

the Heart Piercing Lock. 

But it's not so difficult for the nihilistic dragon vein heaven that is too basic. 

"let's start!" 

Su Lang thought, all kinds of great power emerged. 

Based on the rules of the Avenue of Space, Avenue of Nothingness, and Incense, a space gem is 

condensed. 

The same as the void dragon veins gathered just now. 

A large number of dragon veins spread out from the orb, and immediately formed a spherical shape 

with each other. 

The second void dragon vein heaven is completed like this! 

"Next, is to invest in the soul!" 

"Then guide the soul to form a special incense aspiration force, condense the lock of heart!" 

"By the way, the emptiness of the dragon vein heaven just now can also put a brand new soul into it to 

speed up the cohesion of the incense willingness crystal!" 

"Anyway, the souls of these captured warriors are useless now, they should be used long ago!" 

While thinking about it, Su Lang took a lot of souls out of the storage space. 

Most of these souls are also contributed by those Lieyun Star Territory warriors. 

Tens of millions of powerful people above the Martial Saint realm were wiped out by Su Lang. 

Their souls were also collected by perfect plunder and put into storage space. 

At this moment! 

Su Lang thought. 

Suddenly a large number of souls such as the Soul of Martial Saint and the Soul of Martial Immortal 

were put into the first void dragon vein. 

Chapter 1909: One second of practice is equal to 50 million years 

Because this emptiness dragon vein heaven originally has a large number of ‘old fritters’ that have been 

‘brainwashed’. 

These ‘old fritters’ will quickly assimilate the ‘new people’ just put in! 

In this way, the incense wishing power crystals needed by the Qibao Miaoshu can be condensed faster! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang put the remaining soul into the second void dragon vein heaven. 
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These souls are from Wu Sheng, to Quasi Taichu, all there! 

Both the quantity and the quality are more and higher than the souls in the first void dragon vein 

heaven! 

And under the effect of perfect plunder. 

These souls have all been wiped out of consciousness, leaving only a few fragmentary memories at 

most. 

Therefore, their intelligence is almost blank, which is very good "brainwashing"! 

now. 

But I saw the second world of void dragon veins. 

An extremely huge dragon vein hub occupies the middle like a planet. 

Countless dragon veins spread from the hub center, extending into the void in all directions. 

These dragon veins are endless, and in this majestic world, they are like endless continents! 

Countless souls fell into the dragon veins. 

They walked blankly on the continent formed by the dragon veins. 

at this time. 

Endless colorful energy appears in the air out of thin air. 

In an instant, the entire world of emptiness dragon veins was enveloped and covered. 

These ones. 

It was the useless incense power that Su Lang extracted from the first void dragon vein world. 

These incense aspirations are not drawn randomly. 

Su Lang not only opened up the Void Spirit universe now. 

He also mastered the "Thirteen Corpses" technique, and his control of incense aspirations reached the 

extreme. 

He can separate various aspirations from the messy incense aspirations. 

At this time, the incense aspiration power drawn by Su Lang is suitable for the type of cohesion through 

the heart lock. 

After the colorful incense aspiration power appeared in the world of void dragon veins. 

Immediately began to infiltrate those almost blank martial arts souls. 

"what!!" 

"Do not--!!" 



"I don't want it! Don't!" 

"..." 

Some souls were eroded by the incense aspiration power, and suddenly began to reject them 

instinctively, screaming silently. 

But they couldn't stop their changes even if they broke their bodies. 

quickly! 

All souls have absorbed the incense aspiration power and possess a very strange consciousness! 

This is what Su Lang wanted. 

of course. 

This is not enough! 

They need Su Lang to send them a life mentor! 

"Come on, class is over!" 

Su Lang chuckled, and immediately drew some clones and put them into this void dragon vein world. 

These clones use Baiying clones to become more clones. 

Xuan even walked on the Dragon Vein Continent and became a ‘Life Instructor’ with endless knowledge. 

Begin to teach the souls various ‘knowledge’. 

For example, this world is transformed by the ‘heart-piercing lock’. 

What does the piercing lock look like? 

People have the ability to pierce the heart lock, which can display nine black jade chains, causing 

damage to the enemy and blocking effects. 

For these souls in the world of void dragon veins. 

The clones controlled by Su Lang are simply the most noble and great existences in the world. 

They have countless knowledge! 

then. 

It is not even necessary for Su Lang to let the clone take the initiative to conduct thoughts. 

Those souls will automatically come to'study'! 

Gradually. 

Countless souls are going deeper and deeper on the road Su Lang wants! 

"Ahem!" 



"Why do you feel like engaging in MLM? Ahem!!" 

Su Lang looked at the scenes in the Void Dragon Vein, and couldn't help showing a weird smile. 

Soon. 

Seeing this emptiness dragon vein heaven has gradually been on the right track. 

Su Lang looked away from it. 

As for those clones who acted as ‘life mentors’, they were temporarily left behind. 

Because countless souls full of knowledge need them! 

The matter of the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm is temporarily put aside. 

Su Lang's eyes fell on the Wu Xiu villain in the mysterious space. 

It's time for the nine martial arts villains to be motionless! 

"Nine martial arts villains practice together!" 

"The speed of martial arts will be increased nine times from the current speed!" 

"The current rate is 187.7 trillion times, an increase of 9 times, which is 1689 trillion times!" 

"Wori, practicing the exercises for one second is equal to how long others have been practicing, tusk, 

more than fifty million years!" 

"Ten seconds is equivalent to 500 million years of others practicing the exercises!" 

Su Lang made some calculations, and his eyes suddenly brightened like a searchlight. 

Chapter 1910: Congratulations from countless people 

Although too basic exercises are extremely difficult. 

But in the early days, the big guys could still reach Consummation after more than one or two billion 

years. 

Of course. 

Su Lang needs to practice the exercises to the founding level, and the difficulty goes to a higher level. 

But no matter how difficult it is, it may take five minutes to not believe it! 

"It's so cool!" 

"From now on, I will be able to practice the exercises from the beginning!" 

"All the exercises that looked pleasing to the eye before, are all practiced!" 

Su Lang chuckled, Xuan even started to choose exercises. 

Currently. 
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Su Lang left eight hundred and eighteen copies of the basic exercises. 

After some selection. 

Su Lang selected a copy of "Trace to the Origin of Eternity". 

The exercise was originally a round miniature picture. 

There are circles of concentric circles drawn on it, as if the source could be traced back. 

"It's you!" 

"Owning the primordial practice of the ‘past’ time!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he rubbed his hands in excitement, Xuan Shi put that 

exercise on the Wu Xiu villain. 

Immediately after. 

The ‘Nine Hearts into One’ function is activated. 

The nine martial arts villains suddenly moved, sitting cross-legged one after another, floating in the air, 

with five hearts in full swing! 

A strange stream of light appeared beside them. 

It seemed to be transformed into a strange and colorful river. 

There are worlds ups and downs in the long river, and from time to time there will be some powerful 

existences like the world. 

But no matter it is the world, it is still a powerful creature. 

All eventually disappeared in the river. 

"Is this the long river of time?" 

"Although it is an illusory exercise, it gives people a very real feeling." 

Su Lang showed a pensive look, and then withdrew his attention, his eyes finally fell on Jiang Wenzheng. 

But I saw Jiang Wenzheng waiting for the strong from the beginning. 

And countless warriors resurrected below. 

They all looked at him with horror, admiration, awe, and disbelief. 

Although Su Lang was a breakthrough again, he condensed the crystal wall world and the void dragon 

veins. 

But time really didn't pass for a few minutes. 

Jiang Wenzheng and others, who were shocked to eclipse, still had a lot of emotions left behind. 

"Senior Jiang Wenzheng!" 



"Senior Bi Tongguang, seniors!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly and saluted all the elders from the beginning. 

"Little Su Lang, fellow Taoist, congratulations!" 

"Dao Fellow Su Lang, you are so talented. At the very beginning, you can break through when you break 

through! Haha, congratulations!" 

"Yes! Fellow Su Lang, your aptitude is really the strongest among all the people I have seen in these four 

billion years! Congratulations!" 

"Friend Su Lang, congratulations on your breakthrough to the Primordial Beginning Realm!" 

"Congratulations to Fellow Su Lang! Breaking through the Primordial Realm!" 

"..." 

The powerhouses from the early days gathered around and bowed their hands to Su Lang with joy. 

The edge of time and space. 

Qin Song and others have already received news from Jiang Wenzheng. 

It was also unbelievable and pleasantly surprised, and they stopped temporarily to congratulate Su 

Lang's promotion! 

The previous name for Su Lang's "little friend" has also been changed to Daoyou! 

This is a gift for everyone! 

"Congratulations to Senior Su Lang, congratulations to Senior Su Lang!" 

Suddenly a loud shout came from the crowd below. 

Immediately after. 

Countless warriors shouted, congratulations to Su Lang for breaking through to the Primal Beginning 

Realm! 

The sound was shocking beyond imagination. 

Not only did it go straight into the sky, it even spread to the 100,000-sky constellation, and was known 

by more quasi-primary and godless powerhouses! 

"Senior Su Lang has broken through to the elementary level!" 

"It's Senior Su Lang who helped us resurrect countless comrades in arms!" 

"Hahahaha, the juniors congratulate Senior Su Lang!" 

"Toast, congratulate Senior Su Lang!" 

"..." 



More powerhouses were so excited, they continued to salute and congratulate Su Lang in the direction! 

There was even a large amount of incense aspirations condensed, rushing to Su Lang, and being 

absorbed by the virtual spirit universe. 

this moment. 

It is as if the entire Tianmen Continent is cheering for Su Lang! 

"Haha!" 

"Thank you all!" 

Su Lang laughed loudly and bowed his hand to Jiang Wenzheng who was waiting for the early 

powerhouse. 

Immediately, he arched his hands in the direction of the time and space, the resurrection place of the 

Tianxuan Army, and the 100,000-sky constellation. 

 


